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FRE April Call Notes 
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Introductions 

We quickly did a roll call and participants shared (in 30 seconds or less!) what was bringing them joy 

in their work.  

 

Group Agreements 

We reviewed our group agreements and added one: We will ask permission before sharing 

someone else’s story, which applies to reporting out to the full group after small group 

conversations.  

 

From the webinar recording: To center the voice of Larae, what did she share from her perspective 

as someone with lived experience that stuck with you or made you think?  

• As someone who’s come from grassroots organizing to a world that’s not, I thought it was 

great that she said that having someone to reflect and check in with to see if things were 

going well or not well with was really helpful. Useful to have someone you’re comfortable 

with to ask questions to. 

• I was really struck by how they described the coach and that they brought in a “life coach.” 

The framework of wellness is different and really great. Self-care is made to be essential. 

• Importance of providing context and information, so that if she’s asked to participate she 

fully understands the context and environment she is working within.  

• Setting expectations about what’s realistic was appreciated.  

• When a difficulty developed in her family, the trust between individual and mentor was 

authentic and mattered. It wasn’t just a transactional relationship.  

• How do we build safety for our colleagues when they come to the table? 

 

During the webinar, Twiggy talked about the importance of paying people with lived experience. 

Who has funding at their organizations to do this, and how is it set up? 

• Denver Foundation: We have a storytellers network as part of our [public will building 

campaign. We have 5 grants to leaders ($5k grants). We have a program where we can give 

our grants to individuals. Every time one the storytellers go out they take care of 

transportation, meals, etc. in addition to $50 stipend. Mentor accompanies them. We also 

pay for their expertise in larger meetings, spaces, etc.  

• Tipping Point: They have a separate funding bucket for community engagement. They pay 

folks a living wage, especially folks experiencing homelessness. We would love to pay folks 

cash. We don’t want it to affect their benefits, so trying to figure out ways to inform people 

that if they give them over $600 it may affect their benefits. Going to be developing 

contracts to make it very explicit that it may effect their benefits. But do want to make sure 

people are compensated well. Also accommodating folks however they want – checks or gift 

cards.  

• PetSmart Charities: Interesting support of First Nations in Canada – used to provide much 

of support to orgs doing work in communities, and now we’re trying to fund communities so 
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they can hire the people who work best for them. Moving toward that model, and in 2018 

granted to two indigenous communities.  

• Raikes: We fund True Colors and similar work at state level through Mockingbird Society. 

Also work thru HUD’s grants to communities requiring them to set up youth advisory 

boards. Challenges: like advocacy work, it’s hard to convince public funders to take this on 

and for them to justify centering voices of people with lived experience. Starting to also hear 

comments from young people about the inequities in pay structure – corporations v. 

nonprofits – that can be pushed by funders and corporations that pull young people away 

from important work. 

 

Casey mentioned the YHDP. Thinking through HUD’s requirement that voices with lived experience 

be engaged in order to get funded… What are people’s experience with doing that? Challenges? 

How do you engage folks with lived experience? How do you embed it as part of your criteria? 

• Pohlad: Grappling with this right now and trying to move beyond numbers and diversity to 

equity. We’ve changed our LOI process to ask: how was this program developed? Who was 

at the table? We sometimes hear that people’s boards get together, and that’s not going to 

work. We have and are doing information sessions to let potential grantees know about our 

expectations.  

• Melville Charitable Trust: We don’t require that in our grantmaking right now, but we do 

recognize importance of grantees listening to people they serve and know it’s difficult for 

people to do. We had four of our workforce boards in CT receive funding. Fund for Shared 

Insight tool that comes with technical assistance – how to better listen to customers you 

serve. Have been really happy in working with Fund for Shared Insight.  

• United Way Worldwide: We had a diversity program and were paying interns. Modest 

funding for that was not continued and the organization thinks that unpaid interns are just 

as useful, so hoping to resume that baby step.  

• Valley of the Sun United Way: We were requiring a question 3-4 years ago around having 

customer voice. We are now having a review panel and we want to compensate people for 

their time, and maybe hopefully have a “speakers bureau.” Just got word that that’s been 

approved. Looking at 20 people we want to engage. 

• Sisters of Charity of Cleveland: Small grants program focused on supporting basic needs 

($5k grants to organizations). Trying to get feedback from people who’ve been recipients of 

past grants to think about policy levers and basic needs grants.  

• Rasmuson Foundation: I think we’re trying to support stakeholder engagement at the COC 

level. How do we ask the questions to those grantees? What do you do with that 

information? Are folks requiring engagement of people with lived experience and/or scoring 

that against other orgs that don’t do that work? How do you make decisions with that info? 

 

Resources Mentioned 

• The View from Outside. This is Mayra's recently published report of the 300-person survey 

she conducted with a team of peer field staff.  

• https://www.bearstandingtall.com/ -- this is the Indigenous consultant that Dani is working 

with. 

• Fund for Shared Insight. Becca is working with Fund for Shared Insight in helping their 

workforce development boards better listen to their customers.  

https://tippingpoint.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-View-from-Outside.pdf
https://www.bearstandingtall.com/
https://www.fundforsharedinsight.org/

